The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 

Trevor Phillips : Hello. 
(Blues song plays) 
Your back bone is definitely connected to your hip bone,which is connected to your thigh bone,and so on. But few of us have the moves to funk it up on the dance floor with the likes of Eddie Kirk. However,even the clumsiest person does manage to coordinate the different bits of their bodies automatically,to carry out less complicated tasks like,walking or swimming.Even after decades of research into artificial intelligence and robotics,we still fail to produce a machine with the easy hand-to-eye coordination that allows humans to change gear in our cars and responds to the poor driving of the idiot in front,or to to pick up a cup of tea as you listen to this programme.So what's special about our brains? A 1950's computer program may hold the key.If computers can give us insights into how our brains work,our nervous system may also provide a model for future generations of computers, and then there's another even bigger step to contemplate.What happens when we combine the power of the silicon chip with the subtlety of the human intelligence? 
(Star Wars Theme Plays) 
Darth Vader's back in the cinema shortly.What's special about him,is the way that after his accident,he had to be put back together again.The implication is that Darth is able to function because of computer implants which keep him going while he goes about the everyday business of taking over the universe. 
He's half human,half computer.A fantastic amalgam of man and machinery. 

Narrator : Ben has made his way to the tunnels leading to the star ship hangar.As he is about to emerge a dark, and ominous presence appears. 
Darth: I've been waiting for you Obi-Wan.We meet again at last. The circle is now complete.When I met you I was but a learner.Now I am the master. 
Ben : Only a master of evil,Darth. 

Leaving aside the dark side of the force for the moment,as ever science is catching up with fiction faster than anyone imagined.The interaction of neurones and silicon chips is a remarkable new area of study which holds out a double dividend.It could lead to a new form of computer chip,based on the pattern of a human neurone and more importantly it offers the prospect of using a chip to repair the human body. [Tomorrows World 2 June 99 Bill Ditto Georgia Tech {Leech nerve cells do addition} stats used to check answer] 
To talk about this remarkable technology and how it might revolutionise aspects of both computing and medicine,I'm joined by Alan Murray ,Professor of Neural Electronics at the University of Edinburgh and Sue Bayliss,Professor of Advanced Materials at DeMontfort University,Leicester. 
Sue Bayliss,you've been attaching mouse neurones to silicon chips,why? 

Sue Bayliss : What we're trying to do,is to find a suitable substrate where we can pass signals, electrical signals from conventional silicon circuitry into neurones. We were trying to do this because we want to be able to find out more about the training and learning processes in the human brain.But it's been very difficult to do this in the past,because there hasn't been a suitable semiconducting material which has allowed transport of signals into the neurones without either poisoning the cells or in some other way causing them to over populate and clog up the whole of the silicon chip system.So we've been trying to develop a suitable material to provide us with the interface between conventional silicon circuitry and the neurone,the living neurone itself. 

Trevor Phillips : And the special thing about these particular silicon chips is that they have a sort of extra porosity,is that right? 

Sue Bayliss : That's right,it's a material which is very to either a sponge,an artificial sponge or to spaghetti in some cases.But it can also be formed in a very aligned way,in very regular places and conventional lithography done on it too,so it will fit in with conventional IC circuitry. 

Trevor Phillips : So how does this work? So you essentially plonk a neurone on the silicon? 

Sue Bayliss : Well "plonk" is a very good word,yes,yes.The neurones are cultured in a solution,which are then allowed to settle on to the substrate and it turns out that the porous silicon provides a very attractive environment for the adherence of neurones to the silicon material itself,which is quite unusual. Normally,you know,material.......the neurones might sit a little bit above the surface and may need some sort of adhesive compound to glue it down.But in the case of porous silicon it seems that the environment is produced,almost by magic. 

Trevor Phillips : So what are we learning from this? You've got this....well it's not a hybrid,but you've got this combination,what are you learning from it? 

Sue Bayliss : At the moment we're trying to pass our signals into the cells and receive them from the cells and we're realising that neurones behave in very different ways depending on very simple and very minor stresses in them,maybe caused by small changes in temperature or even lighting and we're trying to investigate those and find out how we can produce a set of responses from a known set of input signals,and then we're going to try and test the neurones in.....with a set of unknown signals and see what their response to those is.We're trying to find out whether we can pass a signal from one neurone to another first of all,to make sure that we know that we can transmit a signal between neurones and receive pulses back. 

Trevor Phillips : So...but ultimately,the aim might be to try to find a way of essentially incorporating neurones...or at least the architecture of a neurones in some kind of chip,some kind of computer, microprocessor,is that the idea? 

Sue Bayliss : That's correct.The human brain is the most powerful instrument on Earth 
[There's that arrogance again,we don't know that for sure,we only know that brains in general are the most powerful.There is good reason to suppose that mammalian brains of sea creatures are as good if not better than ours.We don't have sonar built into ours,nor can we sleep with half our brain and be awake with the other half.It may also be that other brains experience differently.Certainly a dolphin's experience would be different from ours,and therefore "most powerful" is context dependent and cannot be applied generically -LB] 
and the number of connections that there are and the power of the handling of data is phenomenal,it's more than we can comprehend,of course,and the efficiency of this system is extremely good. 
[Sue,as others continues to use the computer metaphor for the brain.Computer were developed from analysing the brain and can mimic some of the brains logistical skills.But the brain is not a computer.The simple insight of realising that XxY =YxX ad infinitum is something that a computer cannot appreciate no matter how many examples it is given (See Penrose).And in stating that we can't comprehend the brains power,Sue indicates the argument of self referral.Those that suggest that the brain cannot be understood by a brain,because it is like hoisting your self by your own shoelaces -LB] 
It takes very little amount amount of energy to perform all these wonderful tasks,in a very small space. So if we can even get some idea of how this is going on,we are one step further towards either a new computing architecture,or maybe for medical applications,for nerve regeneration or replacement. 

Trevor Phillips : So you've got two potential benefits here,one physiological and one in computing. Alan Murray :,taking computing first what do you think we can learn from this kind of work for computers? 

Alan Murray : : Well if I can take up what Sue just said,if you think of what a large chip is at the moment,a large high technology chip would be about 2cm by 2cm entirely flat,with one million transistors.The brain is more like a squidgy walnut,the size of a melon,weighs about 2-3 pounds,it's a convoluted 3 dimensional structure and there's a hundred billion neurones.So there's clearly something very different going on.Those of you who use computers will know that a pentium chip clocks at 2 or 300 hundred megahertz,that's million cycles per second,3 or 5 volts.A brain cell,much slower,it fires around a hundred spikes per second,and yet an organism,like for example,a bat can detect time differences of the order of one hundredth of one millionth of a second with brain cells that are firing spikes very very slowly. 

Trevor Phillips : Is that right? 
[One of the ideas that occurred to me whilst hearing this,is that an organism might be exploiting phase differences at the lower frequencies to time very small time periods.It's possible that although the frequency of cell firing is lower,that their propensity no to fire in unison allows time differences smaller than their own rate of firing to be appreciated by the timing interval of slightly detuned firing,or maybe it's possible to lock onto a sub-harmonic of a frequency,like in Phase Locked Loop (PLL) Electronics -LB] 

Alan Murray : : So there's something very smart going on with spike timings,and the ability to connect neurones to silicon,the ability to build silicon that works in the same way as neurones allows us to learn about that. 

Trevor Phillips : Are we imagining that one day there might be computers which have,whether it's artificial or borrowed animal neurones in them,which operate in this rather different way to our...to today's conventional computers. 
[Any conscious machine cannot be a digital computer.It must exploit the techniques that the brain exploits or utilise a methodology that does not use strict logic,ie a quantum computer.In some ways the brain could be described as a quantum computer,bringing together many possibilities and having a solution emerge out of the maelstrom of probability,collapsing the wave function into certainty.Whichever way a machine achieved it it would not be by binary logic,and it would be dubious as to whether it could have a sense of "self" or qualia,the sense of knowing what was happening to it -LB] 

Alan Murray : : I think initially artificial neurones,rather than borrowed neurones.I think borrowed neurones acting as part of silicon computers is a long,long way off.Artificial neurones which behave in the way that biological neurones do to perform functions that ,for example that spike timing formalism can do ,which conventional computers can't,I think that's not so far away. 

Trevor Phillips : So is the aim here,in a sense,to boost computing power,and to create a different sort of chip,maybe smaller? 

Alan Murray : : Err, a different sort of chip performing different functions I guess Trevor.You know that a conventional chip is good at things like repeated calculations,getting them right every time, accuracy and speed.The brain is good at a whole bunch of different things,the brain is good at recognition,causing and planning actions,reacting to events in time.Now those sorts of things are actually very difficult for conventional computers,unless they may be simulating neurological computers,and those are the sorts of functions where I think that silicon based on the same operating principles as biological neurones will have something to offer,and in fact will have something to offer as transistors get smaller.Because as transistors get smaller some of their characteristics begin to approach those of neurones. 
[Alan is exactly right.Here he has shown why a brain is not like a computer and why the metaphor is misleading.Also as transistors get smaller they start to be reliant on quantum physics for the explanation of their action as statistics becomes more relevant to what is happening.Alan explains this when he refers to "noise" in the system,which maybe what the brain is exploiting at the micro tubular level -LB] 
My colleagues,for example,in Edinburgh and Glasgow,now are talking of transistors which are .05 microns in dimension. 

Trevor Phillips : Which is what? A hair's breadth sort of thing? 

Alan Murray : : No it's much,much smaller than a hair's breadth.You've 5000 of them across a hair's breadth. 

Trevor Phillips : Crikey! 

Alan Murray : : And these are very inaccurate "noisy",components,and we have to find some way of putting those together to do something useful and I think biology has something to tell us about that. 

Trevor Phillips : You mentioned there "noisiness",there.Could you explain what's meant by that, because I understand that might be one of the advantages of this approach? 

Alan Murray : : Mmm,"noise" is an electrical,an electrical term,it's not noise,as in the noise that I'm making into a microphone right now.It's uncertainty in the signal.That if a signal is noisy,and it's measured twice in succession,the same number is not got,because the signal is jittering around,and the easiest way to think about it,for the concept is to think of jittering.Think of something being perhaps 3 volts and perhaps jittering between 2.9 and 3.1 volts,that's noise.It's a dynamic time-changing phenomenon. 
[And noise can only be measured statistically.Ultimately all uncertainty is due to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle,which has inherent uncertainty written in to the laws of physics (which is why the future cannot be fatalistic or predicted,the latter also being subject to CHAOS),it maybe that the brain is exploiting this,and as Alan says,any computer hoping to be like a brain must exploit the same working principles,and very small scale transistors,engineered at atomic scales will exploit this by default just by being small.How it is made useful is another question -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : So in a sense,what you'd be looking for here,is a chip architecture would give you more accuracy,more certainty? Clear signals that sort of thing? 

Alan Murray : : Not really,no it would work with the noise rather than against it. 
{That is why such machines would not be "just the next stage in computing" as noise is a pain in the butt for conventional digital computers,it is something to be eradicated.Here it would be exploited -LB] 
Working against noise means trying to reduce noise.Now as devices become smaller,the noise is not something that's going to go away.It's going to get bigger and more substantial [It won't get any larger itself,but just compared to the size of the components -LB],and we should be looking for computational styles,computational architectures that use that noise constructively,not work against it,and I think the biological nervous system,where the brain is a noisy inaccurate soup of stuff,has something to tell us there. 

Trevor Phillips : Well,let's go back to biology Sue,what is...Alan's been talking about what this might do for computing,what might this kind of work do for physiology,for medicine? 

Sue Bayliss : There are a whole range of applications that could be coming on to the market place but in a very,very long time scale,which would involve accessing the neurone system in a body,either externally,internally or with an implant in place,so that either joins could be made to the existing neurone system or maybe the existing neurone system could control artificial limbs,for example. 

Alan Murray : : Can I offer something else here? That in the shorter term perhaps,there's an opportunity for silicon chip designers,to build miniaturised labs for neurobiologists,because we can offer the ability I think,once the issues that Sue's talking about are sorted out,to make many more connections with much greater accuracy to the surface of a neural cell,and make much more accurate and fine measurements. 

Trevor Phillips : When you say "miniature labs" though,what are we talking about here? I mean can we visualise this? 

Alan Murray : : Yes,I'm talking about a fairly large chip with an array of contacts in the silicon which can make contact to living neurones living in perhaps a little miniaturised swimming pool above the chip.Therefore the neurone is,albeit in a flat environment,which is not its norm,it is alive and functioning relatively normally,and we can make measurements,potentially.Not today. 

Trevor Phillips : And that would be a way of helping the biologists.... 

Alan Murray : : Yes it would. 

Trevor Phillips : ....in their experiments? 

Sue Bayliss : Yes you'd be able to connect..... 

Alan Murray : : Sue knows more about the current techniques than I do,perhaps you could say something Sue? 

Sue Bayliss : Well,the problems at the moment are being able to access these neurones and to pass the signals in and out,but we don't know anything,hardly,about the function of a neurone,and there's a whole range of different experiments which have to be done to find out the effect to different stimuli, like optical and thermal stimuli,and to find out whether the neurone can be used to create different functions from what it's maybe used to,and maybe replace different types of cells in an environment where you need signals to be processed. 

Trevor Phillips : Particularly to look at the interconnections between neurones.Those all important synaptic connections.... 

Sue Bayliss : That's right. 

Alan Murray : : ...and how they grow as a response to learning. 

Sue Bayliss : And how they're different in different parts of the body. 

Alan Murray : : Mmm,absolutely. 

Trevor Phillips : And of course,this would tell us quite a lot,potentially,about,brain architecture and the way the brain works and so on and so forth. 

Alan Murray : : At the microscopic scale,yes. 

Trevor Phillips : One other area of application that people seem to think that this might hold out some prospects for is drug delivery systems,that is to say,making sure that ,you know,people get a regular dose of whatever it is. 

Sue Bayliss : Sure. 

Trevor Phillips : How would that work? 

Sue Bayliss : At the moment there are the possibility of putting capsules into the body which store chemicals which are released on a regular basis,but that's not very helpful for people who have requirements at certain times for a particular type of drug.What needs to be done is for this to be controlled chemically,and the release has to be done either by an internal or external sensor system, and if this could be connected to an internal electronic device,which could sense the chemical changes on the surface and then release the appropriate amount of drug,then this would be a great step forward. 

Trevor Phillips : Oh right,so in a sense,what you've got is a little computer which is reading the 
body,or the changes in the body.... 

Sue Bayliss : Mmm,that's right. 

Trevor Phillips : .....and responding to it with medication? 
[Such a device may respond to chemical changes within the body or even within the brain if that is where an implant is located,and may be responding to mood via chemical changes that influence mood. This does not mean that computing devices are affected by mood,unless they are measuring some human physiological sign where mood alters physiological parameters -LB] 

Alan Murray : : Chemical or neurobiological changes,yeah. 

Trevor Phillips : Er,before we end could we just deal with a couple of the science-fiction possibilities,that seem to be floating about here? (Alan & Sue snigger) 
Do we need to be worrying about cyborgs turning up out of your lab Sue? 

Sue Bayliss :Not in my lifetime,I think! 

Sue Bayliss : Not in mine,no,no that's right! (Trevor laughs) But,obviously,this could be a great worry for people in the future,and I think people ought to be aware of the possibilities [The onus is on them -LB ] which might arise as a result of this,but this is a very,very long time away. 

Alan Murray : : I think there's always an issue,when there's scientific research of any nature going on. There's a moral issue lurking in the background..... 

Sue Bayliss : Mmm. 

Alan Murray : : ...which'll have to be addressed some time.Right now what are being addressed are the scientific issues and...... 

Trevor Phillips : That moral issue being what, here,exactly? 

Alan Murray : : Whether it is actually correct to create beings of some nature,that don't exist at the moment,artificially,and morally,clearly if that's creating someone who has an arm that doesn't work, that suddenly works,no one would disagree with the morality of that. 
[I think perhaps that there are some people who might see it as being taken over by the dark side,in the same kind of way that Darth Vader and almost Luke Skywalker were,although what would be meant by the "dark side" I have no idea.Perhaps that there moral goodness and capacity to be human and compassionate would be eroded,but that is quite bizarre coming from human beings who kill for beliefs -LB] 
In the longer term,in the science fiction,long after we are all dead,who knows what the moral issues will be? 

Trevor Phillips : Well,no doubt we'll be returning on this programme to discuss those,one day, when they become possible.Sue Bayliss and Alan Murray : thank you very much indeed. 


Now there's always a bigger,better computer around the corner,but somehow no matter how big the mechanical brain,it can never do what the human version does. 
(Cricket commentary plays) 
"Ian bowls to Gower,Gower's forward,driving and oh what a glorious stroke of the front foot,that's ...the timing is perfection,no one's going to stop that .It goes away over the rope,and that was an absolutely perfect stroke.It was over pitched,he leant into it.It was no more than just a push,and yet the timing was so brilliant,although two fielders were after it (names fielders) the ball beat both of them,wasn't that absolute perfection?" 
Well,even if you don't follow cricket,it'll be easy to see,that within the half second or so between the ball leaving the bowlers hand and the batsman having to play it the ball does do some unpredictable things.It changes speed,it swings in or out,it bounces off the pitch to left or or right,and the batsman has to decide what to do,carry out the action and make a series of adjustments as the ball comes closer and closer. 
Yet the great players appear to have all the time in the world and perfect bodily coordination.How do they do it? Neuroscientists think that they may have something like an answer.Our ability to predict. 
To explain,I'm joined by Dr Daniel Wolpert,Lecturer in Neurophysiology at the Institute of Neurology,and Dr Chris Myall,a neuroscientist in Oxford University's Department of Physiology. 
Chris let's take David Gower to start with [Yes,someone take David Gower please! -LB],confronted with this thing flying towards him at 80 or these days 100 miles an hour,how is the brain controlling his hand and eye coordination? 

Chris Myall : Well I think that's an extreme version of what I study in the lab,which is visually guided movements,and the task there is to understand really how the brain is taking this visual information in,in this case from the cricket ball,and coordinating the appropriate responses,the movements of the body,to arrive at the right place at the right time,and knock it for a six. 
So there's two questions really.One is the very general one of how does the brain control movements using visual information and then the more specific one,which I'm particularly interested in,which is what is the role of the cerebellum in controlling that movement? 
Now the cerebellum is a part of the brain that we know is very much involved with motor control.It concerns motor coordination and control of movement.But, we are only just beginning to get a good grasp of what it's doing for this extreme skill. 

Trevor Phillips : So..but in a sense, what we're dealing with,is you know,the brain analysing the information about the approach of this thing,and telling the body what to do.Now let's...if the cerebellum,this part of the brain,which is at the base of the brain,more or less,as I understand it..... 

Chris Myall : That's right. 

Trevor Phillips : ...is controlling this in some way,what is it actually doing,broadly speaking? 

Chris Myall : Well I think we should split again....split off one part of this task,I don't think the cerebellum is actually doing much about predicting where the ball is going in space,that maybe another part of the brain.What the cerebellum is probably involved in is predicting the outcome of your own movements. 
[How about this? The cerebellum is the early or proto brain that is considered to be a primary control centre and is synonymous with base reflexes and base urges.If it also has a predictive tool in it for supplying the prediction of your own movements.Perhaps those who are victims of their base urges and of the early proto brain maybe confused into thinking they can predict the future rather than the real function of such urges which is predictive control of motor function? For "own movements" read "own actions"-LB] 

Trevor Phillips : Right. 

Chris Myall : One of the major problems for the brain here is that it is sending commands down to the arms and the legs to perform actions,but it's only getting feedback from the body and visual system about what is done after some delay.So if you like,the brain never actually knows precisely where the body is moment by moment,and that's one of the major problems that I think the cerebellum is helping to control. 
[This ties up with the timing signals in Penrose ENM where the brain "knows things before it knows them" seemingly.Because it takes action before it knows what has happened,which almost could be read as extra sensory perception,if you didn't understand physics.Ref: Green File: Future.wri -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : So what's happening is that some part of the brain is saying "Okay ball is 3 feet, it's a bit to the right",and the cerebellum is saying,"Okay well what you need to do,David is to get ,you know,your left foot forward six inches",and then the first part of the brain says "Well actually know it's two feet away,but it's a bit further to the right than we thought it was",the cerebellum's got to tell David to put his left foot a bit further across,and that process is going on continuously? 

Chris Myall : Right,but again,I think it's slightly different.It's not actually trying to....well there are different opinions about what the cerebellum's doing.My opinion is not that it is actually trying to decide if you like,what do to do,where to put the foot.But that decision has been made and the body...the brain doesn't know where the body is right now. 

Trevor Phillips : Right. 

Chris Myall : So the signal has gone out saying,"Put my foot forward a bit",but the information doesn't actually get back to the brain about where the foot actually is in space for some time,and so the role of the cerebellum is to take that command if you like,saying,"Move your foot forward",and say "Given that command,I can predict where my foot will be",in say a few hundred milliseconds. 
[It's not such a long walk to "Given that I know what is happening to me,I can predict what will happen in the future",but this would be a misapplication of the model.The brain can only have some degree of certainty working on a model that incorporates the degrees of freedom in the real world.Since the real world contains "noise" and the brain is inaccurate because of it,it cannot ever truly predict anything with certainty,even with use of "divining methods" which themselves are subject to the same inaccuracy of the real world,so any attempt to tell the future with certainty is doomed. 
Even models of the weather which run many scenarios in parallel to determine whether the outcome has a good reliability factor cannot be certain.It is possible that the brain allows for many possibilities which is what makes it good at prediction of events,like given that someone walked behind a wall,they will like as not appear at the other end X seconds later,but that is not the same as "You will meet a tall dark stranger and get a disease on your Nth birthday" . 
It's also noticeable that time is a factor here.The brain maybe able to predict reasonably accurately what will happen in a few hundred milliseconds,and maybe it is exploiting Newtonian Mechanics and the propensity of a ball to travel in a parabola,with a degree of certainty,but small errors create the butterfly effect of CHAOS and so long term prediction is impossible-LB] 

Trevor Phillips : Okay well let's take this point about...this idea of prediction,because this as I understand is key to the idea that,you know,the body can do things smoothly.It predicts...the cerebellum some how predicts so that the body can kind of continuous......have a continuous curve rather than constantly guessing and re adjusting.Now,how did you come to this idea of prediction being key here? 

Chris Myall : Well,several years ago I was worried about these problems that the brain is trying to deal with this control task,where it doesn't have access to the information that it would like to have,the instantaneous position of the body for example,and it occurred to me and others of course,that there was an analogy with engineering situations,like for example,factories or foundries or those sorts of situations,where you're trying to control some process,the production of steel say in a steel foundry,and you can't actually measure precisely the thickness of the steel plate at the moment you're squeezing it out of rollers.So you have the same general problem,that your trying to control something where you can't measure it instantaneously,and then I stumbled across a description of a control process for this sort of factory,which was first put forward by and engineer called Smith in the 1950s,and as since become known as the Smith predictor,and essentially I saw that as an analogy of what the cerebellum was doing.It might be using a very similar control process to control our body rather than a foundry. 

Trevor Phillips : So how...so in what way does that actually help you to understand the cerebellum? I mean there's a sort of formula is there? 

Chris Myall : Well,you can write down a sort of mathematical formula,but I'm not sure that's the way the cerebellum is doing it.Essentially what I think it's the principle of the process that's important.What the cerebellum seems to be doing,is effectively simulating what the body will be doing,and so it can develop some predictions about the outcome of the movement,based on experience and so on,and then use those predictions to help control the ongoing movement. 

Trevor Phillips : Daniel Wolpert,if the cerebellum has this ability to predict or to simulate what might happen,is this something innate or do we learn it? 

Daniel Wolpert : No I think it's certainly not innate.I don't think it can be.I mean something which can predict your behaviour when your infant,for a small infant arm would be completely inappropriate for an adult sized arm.So it's something that I think you have to develop through experience,and it's not too unreasonable to think of the sort of signals you would need to train the sort of forward model or predictor,and that's if you make a prediction,you want to compare it to what actually happens,and use the discrepancy between those two to update or train the model. 
[It's intriguing that such things as OCR software can be trained to identify characters more proficiently with experience and these rely on statistics to quantify which letter it is most likely to be.Predictor - corrector methods in mathematics which do comparisons very quickly hone in on the correct solution,the Newton-Raphson method for example,gives a good approximation in single figure number of iterations -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : So as we grow,you know we start as babies with our arms flailing around and so forth ,but as we grow,we have...this is part of the process that we learn to control ourselves? 

Daniel Wolpert : That's right. In fact there's some good evidence that these signals do exist within the brain,and are fed into the cerebellum.So there's this area called the inferior olive,which sends out what are called climbing fibres to the cerebellum,and the climbing fibres are particularly sensitive to reporting unexpected events,so..... 
[Again,what if this area of the brain was not properly functioning in those who misunderstand the nature of chance events and likelihoods.Coincidences might stand out like sore thumbs and what might be mostly expected would seem unexpected and they might be given to read something into that which wasn't there.In other words they'd have a false sense of expectation and likelihood and a misperception of the uncertainty of events.You'd misunderstand what was expected and what wasn't -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : So for example....? 

Daniel Wolpert : So for example,if you make a movement where your hand touched the table,they don't respond.However if you go to touch the table and the table's either higher or lower than you thought it was going to be,then they do respond. So they're giving the signal to say,"I made a prediction,my prediction is wrong.I need to update what's going on in the cerebellum". 
But I think maybe one of the points is that it's easier to learn one predictor.The problem we really have is that we have to learn many thousands of predictors,and that's because the consequences of any action really depend very much on the context you're in.So for example,if I'm holding on to a ball or holding a steering wheel,the same motor command sent to my arm will lead to a very different result, and so,we're really now beginning to think of the idea that you don't have just one model,but you have to generate many thousands of models,so you can operate chop sticks,scissors,you can drive cars,you can juggle,all these require different sorts of prediction,and one of the main areas now is to answer the question "How do you learn these different predictors,so that you cover everything you might experience?". 
[Maybe it is experience itself that designs the model? You don't know how to correct for balancing on a bike until you attempt to ride a bike.But maybe such a model of balance can then be reapplied in a different context? -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : Well,are there some circumstances in which,you know,we might learn the predictor for,I don't know,where to put our feet when we're dancing,which is useful in some other situation? 

Daniel Wolpert : Well,exactly,so the idea is that the predictors aren't going to break down into all the lines that we think of,a ball a bottle.They'll break down probably in other ways,and in terms of doing any one task,we expect to use many of these predictors at the same time,and effectively use a sort of basis of units which can be combined. 
[I recall being small and not able to judge the distance a car would cover in a given time due to perspective,and having to flee as the car appeared to accelerate faster as it got closer.It seems that the body has to experience the physical laws of he real world like balance and perspective and likelihoods and intuit what is going on.This seems like the brain is learning mathematics by experience and why it seems pertinent to know the actual rules rather than those that the brain fudges as working approximations.However accurate they become,it still does not fully appreciate why some things must be.So most people don't have an experiential idea of things like force of impact due to a given mass moving at speed,until they are hit by a car when it is too late LB] 
So the idea is that if I learn to bicycle,and learn to walk on a rocking boat.I should then be able to able to learn to bicycle on a rocking boat,without having to start again from scratch.So the idea that we can actually combine.It also suggests that,in our model,that predictors which make different sorts of predictions are protected of being over written.So that once I learn to ski or I learn to bicycle,those are such different tasks from anything else you ever do,you never over write them.But,however if I play tennis or squash,those are rather similar tasks,similar predictions,and you can imagine that each time you play one the predictions get a bit better for that task,and a bit worse for the other. 

Trevor Phillips : So that's why we have the idea that that once we learn to ride a bicycle,you sort of never really forget it? 

Daniel Wolpert : Nothing else is like it. 

Trevor Phillips : I see.What happens in the situation where you know.......let me ask you this another way.I understand that there is an issue of learning how to tickle yourself or being tickled by other people.This point about expectation.How does that work? 

Daniel Wolpert : Well we've been doing quite a lot of work on this.I mean Chris has talked about how you can use predictors to control movement.We're interested in how you can use prediction to process sensory information.If you think that our eyes and our eyes and the receptors in our skin is joined to muscles activated by many different sorts of information,and we might want to split them down to two sorts.One which I have generated myself.So when I move my arm I get a lot of information coming back.However if I make contact with an object,that's something happening in the outside world,I might want to distinguish changes in the outside world from changes I've caused.,and one way to do this is to make a prediction. 
[It's nice to know that my neural system can appreciate the difference between me,and the outside world.This then makes something of a mockery of the idea of a perception based reality and that the whole world could be in my imagination.My body knows where it is and where the real world is and can tell the difference -LB] 
If I predict what sensory feedback I'll get given what I do,I can subtract it off from what I really get,a discrepancy must be changes in the outside world, and his is sort of what you see in tickling,in that we know that other people can tickle you,but it's very difficult to tickle yourself,and our idea based on previous work was that when you're tickling yourself you're predicting the consequences and therefore effectively annulling the effect. 
[Even though what is being referred to is brain activity,this is a model of how science determines what reality is outside of ourselves,testing by experimenting and correcting itself to comply with the discrepancy between a prediction and what actually happens.It's no wonder science is pertinent if that's what our brains are doing naturally -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : So,because you know what's coming,it doesn't have the sort of surprise.....? 

Daniel Wolpert : That's right.That's right,and we were able to study this experimentally.This is in collaboration with Sarah Blakemore and Chris Frith at the Institute.We have our nice little robot which is able to tickle you hand,and we have a joystick in the other hand.So the idea is that you move the joystick back and forward and the robot then tickles hand.It replaces your other hand.Now what we find is that if the robot does it by itself,it's ticklish,if it's replayed when you're actively making the movement,then it's not ticklish,and the neat thing we were able to do I think,was add in time delays between movement of one hand and and the tickle being played to the other hand,and as the time delay got longer and longer it got more and more ticklish. (Trevor laughs) 
So even though you're always generating the motion,and you're getting the same motion..the same tickling it gets more and more ticklish as the delay gets longer,as the discrepancy between your prediction and what you actually get,gets bigger. 

Trevor Phillips : Absolutely fascinating.Chris why is this actually in the end,important? I mean it's interesting,but is it important? 

Chris Myall : Well I think it's interesting and important,for two reasons.One actually is that these general ideas about what the cerebellum maybe doing are bringing together two very disparate set of ideas.One is that it is concerned with motor control,which people have known about for 150 years.The second is that it opens up the possibilities that the cerebellum may be doing many other things, slightly outside of motor control,like for example,processing sensory information.There have been suggestions that the cerebellum may be concerned with cognitive processes,that's completely outside skills like playing cricket,and I think this opens up a way of expanding the borders if you like,of what the cerebellum may be doing. 
A second,very promising line of attack I think,is it's going to tell us what the cerebellum is normally doing,and so then we can then begin to understand dysfunction of the cerebellum more clearly. 

Trevor Phillips : That's right,okay we might be able to learn what would be the origin of certain dysfunctions is.... 

Chris Myall : Absolutely.

Trevor Phillips : ..if they come out of the cerebellum.Okay well thank you very much indeed Chris Myall and Daniel Wolpert.Now most of us think we've got a pretty fair idea of what map of the world should look like.The ocean covers 2/3 of the world's surface,but most of us have no idea what goes on under the waves.Next week we talk to the scientists nearly a decade mapping the ocean's currents trying to work out their impact on climate and on the ecosystem of the seas,and also mapping your unique body,if you really want to know that you're you,without having to check your DNA,there are a couple of ultimate tests.The size of your iris,and you unique personal odour.Join me here on the Material World for a special "smellorama" edition.That's next Thursday at 4.30. 






